**Covid Vaccines: What we do and do not know**

as of July 19, 2021

14:00 Welcome and Greetings

**Jenny Visser**  
Chair, APTHS Webinar; President, APTHS  
New Zealand

---

**SESSION I**

Chair:  
**Priscilla Rupali, India**

14:05 **COVID VACCINES: An Overview, concentrating on the Asia-Pacific region**  
Speaker – TBD

14:35 Q&A/Discussion

14:50 Short break

---

**SESSION II**

Chair:  
**Jenny Visser, New Zealand**

14:55 **TRAVELLING IN TIME OF COVID**  
**David Freedman**, Managing Senior Director, **Shoreland, USA**

15:15 Q&A/Discussion

---

**SESSION III**

Chair:  
**Eli Schwartz, Israel**

15:25 **COVID VACCINES: Digging a little deeper**  
**Gili Regev**, Head of the Infection control unit, **Sheba Medical Centre, Tel Aviv, Israel**

15:45 Q&A/Discussion

16:00 Closing Remarks  
**Jenny Visser, Chair APTHS Webinar, President APTHS, New Zealand**